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ABSTRACT

Stock-recruitment relationship of Bali sardine was investigated based on Beverton-Holt model by
assuming inter-specific competition. Model is modified to incorporate the effect of fishing pressure
that is density-independent to population dynamic by developing scenario fishing on adult and/or
juvenile population. The results show that harvested adult the dramatic decline of recruitment supply.
However, harvested juvenile is led to the positive response to population size, as an increase in
fishing mortality rate will reduce competition mortality rate. Precautionary approach required by
considering bipartite life cycle.
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INTRODUCTION

Bali sardine (Sardinella lemuru) is self-contained
breading population which is distributed in the high
productive waters between Java Island and Bali Island,
Indonesia (Bali Strait) (Merta, 1992). The fish is the
dominated species in Bali Strait by ±90% of total catch
landed (Buchary, 2010). This small pelagic fish is the
first consumer in the food chain by considering 90.9%
of gut content consist of zooplankton (Setyohadi,
2010). Furthermore, based on their distribution,
population of Bali sardine likely divided into two larger
age-structured namely juvenile and adult that
concentrated in northern part (coastal waters) and
southern part of Bali Strait, respectively (Wudianto &
Wujdi, 2014). The population dynamic of Bali sardine
is mainly influenced by environmental condition, such
as Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) and Dipole Mode
Index (DMI) (Prasetyo & Natsir, 2010; Puspasari et
al., 2015).

The exploitation was started in 1980s and
dramatically increases the fishing pressure by
improving fishing capacity (Merta, 1992; Wujdi et al.,
2012). Purse seine is the main fishing gear in Bali
Strait; however, lift-net also exploited the resources
in coastal waters, which is mainly targeted juvenile.
In order to ensure the sustainability of fisheries in term
of ecology and economic, appropriate management
measure is needed. An effective management of

exploited populations required essential information
on population dynamic such as growth, mortality and
maturity (Hilborn & Walters, 1992). However, fisheries
are highly uncertainty. Moreover, Hilborn & Walters
(1992) stated that “The most important and generally
most difficult problem in biological assessment of
fisheries is the relationship between stock and
recruitment”. The lack of knowledge on stock-
recruitment relationship likely lead to recruitment over-
fishing. Recruitment over-fishing occurred when fishing
reduce the size of the adult breeding stock to a point
where production of larvae and subsequent recruits is
reduce (Hilborn & Walters, 1992). Beverton-Holt model
is one of stock-recruitment relationship model and
has long been used to study the population dynamics
in ecology. It is also known as the Leslie–Gower model
that taken into account inter-specific competition
among species in the discrete time (Chow & Hsieh,
2013).

This research examines stock-recruitment
relationship of Bali Sardine by incorporating fishing
pressure in different scenario by modifying Beverton-
Holt model. First scenario will assume fishing only
presence on adult population. Second scenario will
assume both adult and juvenile are vulnerable to
fishing. Stability analysis will provide information about
equilibrium to identify stable point of population and
calculate how harvest influence equilibrium. The
condition in respect harvest rate where population is
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stable will also examine. This research expects that
fishing pressure on adult population will decrease
equilibrium value in which population stable.
Moreover, juvenile harvest likely will decrease of
recruitment, however, less juvenile density probably
effect an increase juvenile grow since decline of
settlement competition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Models

Population dynamic of Bali sardine will be
constructed by following process-based models from
Beverton-Holt models. Beverton-Holt model chosen
by considering cannibalism is minimal and dominated
by competition process within juvenile phase
(Setyohadi, 2010). The model will be derived into two
possible scenarios, namely (a) vulnerability of fishing
occurs for adult population only, and (b) both juvenile
and adult are exposed by fishing pressure in different
levels.

In order to simply the model, Bali sardine followed
reasonably assumptions, namely (a) Bali sardine
population in Bali Strait is self-breading population,
(b) A discrete breading season, (c) Reproductive
maturity reached at age 1, (d) Density-independent
adult survival, (e) Density-independent fecundity, (f)
Density independent larval survival and settlement,
(g) Settling larvae compete with one another during
the juvenile phase, (h) Cannibalism is minimal, (i)
Number of adult changes slowly relative to the number
of juveniles, (j) Density-independent harvest rate, and

(k) Environment effect is uniform across the Bali Strait
– positively correlated.

Beverton-Holt model was used by incorporating
harvest variable within discrete time. Originally,
Beverton-Holt model assumes inter-specif ic
competition among juvenile as density-dependent
function of juvenile density, such as settlement,
nesting and feeding. Beverton-Holt model modelled
per-capita juvenile mortality as a linearly increasing
function of juvenile abundance

(Figure 1-Eq. 1). Then, the solution of this differential
equation is .Then, the equation

has the density-independent component of per-capita
recruitment ( ), and the density-
dependent component of per-capita recruitment.

The Beverton-Holt model become

(Figure 1-Eq. 3) where, J
is number of juvenile in time  in between time at

settlement and t+1, 
n

is the per-capita mortality in

the absence of density-dependence, 
s

is the per-

capita competition among juvenile, s is probability of
larval survival (combination between larval survival (e-
 L) and probability of success settlement (Ps)), f is

constant for fecundity since fecundity is density-
independent, d is constant for death since adult
survival is density-independent.
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Figure 1. The population dynamic schematic of Bali sardine.
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Basic model of Beverton-Holt will be modify based
on reasonable assumptions and scenarios. First
scenario plugged harvest in adult population using
purse seine, where H is proportion of adult harvested
(Figure 1-Eq 4). Moreover, adult harvest is density-
independent in the discrete time; therefore it will modify
the population model as.

Moreover, second scenario that fishing is occurred
to juvenile and adult population by using lift-net (ì

h
)

and adult population (H). It will modify per-capita
juvenile mortality as

(Figure 1-Eq 2). Then, the solution of this differential
equation is .

Then, the equation consists of a density-independent
component of per-capita recruitment due to non-fishing

, density-independent component
of per-capita recruitment due to fishing

, total density-independent mortality

rate component (Td =  n
+ 

h
; which is assume as

1/(n+h)), and the density-dependent component of per-
capita recruitment .

The Beverton-Holt model becomes

(Figure 1-Eq. 3).

Every scenario examined per-capita recruitment
and total recruitment of population. In biological
parameters also provided to enrich the discussion,
such as biological impact of fishing and possible
management measures. Moreover, Stability analysis
conducted to identify stability in equilibrium. This
model developed under Matlab programming
environment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results

Stock-density recruitment in the absence of fishing
showed that an increase in population size likely led
to a decrease of per-capita recruitment (PCR). An
increase in density-dependent component (b) led to
an increase of PCR, and then followed by an increase
of total recruitment. In contrast, an increase in density-
independent component (a) led to a decrease of PCR
and total recruitment (Figure 2a and 2b). Moreover,
an increase in ‘a’ as parameter of density-dependent
lead to an increase in the steepness of slope (how
quick the PCR decline).
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Figure 2. Per-capita recruitment (a) and total recruitment (b) of Bali sardine in the absence of fishing.
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The Population dynamic on the absence of fishing
has two equilibriums. First equilibrium (Eq1) is located
when Nt=Nt+1=0; since the gradient is positive and
the magnitude is bigger than 1, therefore small
disturbance will push away population from
equilibrium. Second equilibrium (Eq2) is located when
population dynamic intersected line Nt=Nt+1. In this
point, the equilibrium is stable, since the gradient is
positive but the magnitude is less than 1. Therefore,
small disturbance on equilibrium will push back
population to equilibrium point. In the presence of
fishing on adult population have no effect on
recruitment process, since adult harvest is density
independence. The equation slope is followed.

Eq 1 has a slope that follows 1-d-H+b; by checking
inequality value to be stable |slope|<1; it is true when
b-d< H < 2+b-d. Since growth rate (b-d) is less than
H, so there is no population able to harvest. In contrast,
in the Eq 2 the condition is hard to prove since the
equation is to complex and lack of biological sense.
Eq 2 is associated with carrying capacity (K) that

define as , in another word in the presence of fishing
it will modified carrying capacity in which system able
to maintain in the stable state. It is clearly, an increase
H led to a decline in carrying capacity in which
population is lower.
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Figure 3. Population dynamic of Bali sardine in the absence of fishing (solid blue line) and presence of adult
harvested in different level (dashed red and green line).

Furthermore, presence of fishing on juvenile
population led to alter on recruitment process (J(t)).
Stock-recruitment relationship showed that by adding
fishing mortality to juvenile population (h), it would
increase PCR recruitment. It could be argued by
removing juvenile (an increase in h), it will decrease
settlement competition mortality rate (a). Generally,
an increase in density-independent component (band
h

)
led to an increase in PCR and total recruitment

(Figure 4a and 4b). In contrast, an increase in density-
dependent component (a) led to a decrease in PCR
and total recruitment and led to an increase in the
steepness of slope (how quick the PCR decline).

Population dynamic on the presence of fishing has
two equilibriums. Similarly with absence of fishing first
equilibrium (Eq1) and second equilibrium (Eq2) are
unstable and stable respectively. In the presence of
fishing on adult and juvenile population have affect on
recruitment process. The equation slope is followed .

Eq 1 has a slope that follows 1-d-H+(h+b)/Td; by
checking inequality value to be stable |slope|<1; it is
true when. . Since density-

dependent component (a) is pushed by b and h.
Moreover, introduction density-independent
component due to harvest in the recruitment process
will increase carrying capacity (K) that refer to second
equilibrium .

Therefore, by assuming inter-specific mortality as
density dependent mortality, fishing mortality in the
juvenile population has positive effect on carrying
capacity.
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Figure 5. Population dynamic of Bali sardine in the absence of adult fishing but presence for juvenile fishing
(solid blue line) and presence of adult and juvenile harvested in different level (dashed red and
green line).

Figure 4. Per-capita recruitment (a) and total recruitment (b) of Bali sardine in the absence of fishing on
juvenile population.

Discussion

Stock-recruitment relationship is the major crucial
in fisheries science, however it is highly uncertainty
(Hilborn& Walters, 1992).Stock-recruitment relationship
is referred to the relationship between parental stock
size and subsequent recruitment (Sparre & Venema,
1998). Recruitment over-fishing likely occurred when
fishing pressure push the population through the limit
which able to re-supply juvenile into system.

Beverton-Holt model was developed to address that
issue by assuming inter-specific competition among
juvenile (Beverton & Holt, 1957). Therefore, competition
mortality rate is density-dependent function in respect
of juvenile density. The critical assumption that fish

species is extremely fecund that lead to conclusion than
evena verysmallparental stock shouldbe able to rebuild
the stock after each spawning season. However, stock-
recruitment relationship is reveal from nature (Beverton
& Holt, 1957) by considering many fisheries collapsed
in recentdecades asanaffectof recruitmentover-fishing.
Successful recruitment is also driven byoceanographic
conditions, which are difficult to determine as stochastic.
However, since most teleost fish is bipartite life cycle
which characterized by (1) very high fecundity, (2)
external fertilization, (3) adult benthic stage relatively
sedentary, (4) eggs and larvae existing in the planktonic
environment, (5) very high and unpredictable mortality
rates of eggs and larvae in the plankton, and (6) potential
for large-scale dispersal of eggs and larvae (Eckman,
1996).
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The model showed that an increase in density-
independent component led to an increase in
recruitment supply. In contrast, an increase in
density-dependent (inter-specific competition) will lead
to recruitment decline. Since juvenile is independent
to cannibalism, therefore an increase population size
of adult will have positive effect (compensation) of
recruitment without overcompensation effect (crowd
effect of adult).

Moreover, model showed in the presence of adult
harvest led to dramatically decline on recruitment
supply and shifted stable equilibrium (carrying
capacity) into low level. It occurred since fishing
removing parental as potential spawning biomass. In
contrary, an increase fishing pressure on juvenile
population allowed positive grow of population. It could
be argued that an increase of juvenile harvest in certain
level will reduce competition among juvenile, which is
have big affect on juvenile population. However,
precautionary approach should be taken by
considering bipartite life cycle of fish. Further study,
should be conducted to investigate population that
characterized by cannibalism and inter-specific
competition in other word combining Ricker and
Beverton-Holt model.

CONCLUSION

Precautionary approach required in managing
stock of Bali Sardine since the finding indicates a
bipartite life cycle. An inter-specific competition
incorporated into Beverton-Holt model to examine
the effect of fishing pressure that is density-
independent to population dynamic by developing
scenario fishing on adult and/or juvenile population.
The models shown that harvested adult led to
the dramatic decline of recruitment supply, while
harvested juvenile led to the positive response to
population size as an increase in fishing mortality rate
will reduce competition mortality rate.
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